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 Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 
 

Year 1 Paws, claws and whiskers 
Soft fur, sharp claws and twitching 

whiskers. What’s your favourite 
animal? One that meows? One that 

barks? Or maybe one that scurries or 
slithers? 

 

 
Art and design 

 

The Enchanted Woodland 
If you go down to the woods today 

you’re in for a BIG surprise. Foxes and 
badgers, voles and mice, beady eyed 

owls in the swaying tree tops.  

 
 

 
Science 

Bright lights, big city 
This project teaches children about 

the physical and human 
characteristics of the United Kingdom, 
including a detailed exploration of the 

characteristics and features of the 
capital city, London. 

 
Geography 

Dinosaur Planet 
Watch out everyone – the dinosaurs 

are on the prowl. They’re rampaging 
across the dusty earth, swishing 

their enormous tails and baring their 
fearsome teeth. 

 

 
History 

School days 
This project teaches children about 
their own school and locality, both 

today and in the past. They compare 
schooling in the Victorian era to their 

experiences today. 

 

 
History 

Year 2 Wriggle and crawl 
Grab your coat and pooter – we’re 
going out and about on a minibeast 
hunt. Sweep your nets in ponds and 

lift up logs to see who’s home. 
  

 
Science 

 

Muck, Mess and Mixtures 
Let’s get messy. Muck and mess are 

good. In fact, they're marvellous. Dive 
in and get your hands and feet all 

sticky and covered in paint. 

 

 
Art and design 

Magnificent Monarchs 
This project teaches children about 

the English and British monarchy from 
AD 871 to the present day.  

 
 

 
History 

The Scented Garden 
Tiptoe through the tulips as your 

senses discover the blooming foliage 
and enchanting fragrances of flowers 

and herbs.  

 

 
Science 

Coastline 
This project teaches children about the 
physical and human features of coastal 

regions across the United Kingdom, 
including a detailed exploration of the 
coastal town of Whitby, in Yorkshire. 

 
Geography 

Year 3 Predator! 
It’s time to take a walk on the wild 

side. Find out who’s coming to visit. Is 
it a bug munching lizard or an eagle-
eyed bird of prey? Whatever it is, do 

you think you can handle it? 

 

 
Science 

 

Rocks, Relics and Rumbles 
This project teaches children about 
the features and characteristics of 
Earth's layers, including a detailed 

exploration of volcanic, tectonic and 
seismic activity. 

 

 
Geography 

Tribal tales 
Take a moment to step outside and 
stand quietly and still. Turn off all 

your technology and try to forget the 
modern world. Imagine this place 

5000 years ago. What would you have 
seen? 

 
History 

Gods and Mortals 
From nothingness came chaos; from 
chaos came air and water; from air 
and water came life. Then, rising 
majestically from the darkness, 

came Gaia, Mother Earth, a beacon 
of warmth and light. 

 
History 

Scrumdiddlyumptious! 
Tuck in and enjoy a yummy journey of 

discovery, tasting fantastic fruits, 
venerable vegetables and tantalizing 

treats.  

 
 

 
Design and technology 
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Year 4 Traders and Raiders 
Big and strong, powerful and brave, 

the Saxons wave their battle axes and 
brandish their swords as they begin to 
invade Britain’s shores. Sail back to 
the Dark Ages, where battles were 

rife and fear reigned. 

 
History 

 

Potions 
Potion: a poison, a mixture, an 

aromatic brew, a vapour, a liquid or 
sticky goo. Welcome to the amazing 
magical world of potions and their 
properties. Now scientists, beware. 

 
 
 
 
 

Science 

I am Warrior! 
I am Warrior! I am strong, brave and 
powerful. Meet me in battle. Draw 

your sword, wield your axe and 
challenge me if you dare. Invade and 
attack. Romans versus Celts, the fight 

is on. 

 
History 

Burps, Bottoms and Bile 
Open wide – let’s take a look inside. 
We’re on a voyage of discovery to 
investigate the busy world inside 

your body. Do you have a toothy grin 
or a winning smile?  

 

 
Science 

Misty Mountain, Winding River 
This project teaches children about the 

characteristics and features of rivers 
and mountain ranges around the world, 
including a detailed exploration of the 
ecosystems and processes that shape 

them and the land around them. 

 
Geography 

Year 5 Stargazers 
Journey through space, the final 

frontier. Navigate beyond the Sun, the 
magnificent, blazing star at the 

centre of our Solar System. 
Investigate the eight planets: 

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. 

 
Science 

 

Off with Her Head! 
What sort of man would order the 

beheading of his wife? Was she really 
that bad? Travel back in time to the 

1500s and meet the terrifying Tudors, 
a domineering dynasty that changed 

our history. 

 

 
History 

Scream Machine 
Roll up, roll up. You’re going on a day 
trip to a theme park, to soak up the 
unique sights, smells and sounds of 
the fair. Learn about the science 
behind roller coasters and write 

poems that are shaped as a loop the 
loop. 

 
Science 

Pharaohs 
Let’s travel back 5000 years, to the 

dusty realms of ancient Egypt. 
Cruise along the Nile, entering a 
world of mysteries and curses, 

mummies and kings.  
 

 

 
History 

Sow, Grow and Farm 
This project teaches children about the 
features and characteristics of land use 
in agricultural regions across the world, 

including a detailed exploration of 
significant environmental areas. 

 

 

 
Geography 

Year 6 Gallery Rebels 
Colours collide, melting together on 
the canvas: an impression of light, a 
rage of red, a lobster perched on a 
telephone. Come and find out about 

the bizarre and eccentric minds of the 
gallery rebels. 

 

 

 
Art and design 

Hola Mexico! 
Welcome to Mexico. Get ready to 

explore this unique country, from its 
towering temples and stunning 

geography to its pulsing rhythms and 
fun festivals. Is your tummy rumbling? 

 
 
 

 
Music 

Frozen Kingdom 
This project teaches children about 
the characteristics and features of 

polar regions, including the North and 
South Poles, and includes a detailed 

exploration of the environmental 
factors that shape and influence 

them. 

 

 
Geography 

Revolution 
Are you listening? What is 27 plus 45? 

Come on, faster now. We haven’t 
got all day. Find out about super 

strict schools by travelling back in 
time to a Victorian classroom. 

 
 
 

 
History 

Pharaohs 
History  

(for 2021 only) 
 

A Child’s War 
History  

 
A siren sounds, a building crumbles, a 
Spitfire zooms overhead. Take cover. 
It’s 1939 and Britain is at war. Deep 
down in the Anderson shelter, learn 

why nations are fighting and why child 
evacuees must make the long journey 

from their homes and families into 
unknown territory. 

 


